Here, we apply carefully designed experimental conditions to remove the confounding 69 extrinsic effects of differentiation and cell cycle progression, and apply sensitive Smart-70 Seq2 single-cell sequencing to profile the transcriptomes of hundreds of mouse 71 embryonic stem cells (mESCs). Specifically, using stringent cut-offs we report >80,000 72 gene pairs that intrinsically covary in expression; more than have been described in 73 previous single-cell studies. The covarying gene pairs interlink to form a network with 74 well-established biological features, following a so-called power-law distribution, and 75 recover known regulatory patterns and pathways. We further apply a novel 76 computational framework to study the relative importance of distinct regulatory 77 mechanisms for gene expression covariances. We find that genes regulated by the same 78 4 transcription factors or miRNAs tend to covary, while the strongest effect is seen with 79 genes that are in nuclear proximity on the same chromosomes. A similar but weaker 80 effect is seen for genes that are in nuclear proximity on distinct chromosomes. We 81 validate that a subset of the covariances are directly induced by miRNAs by repeating 82 our entire experiment in miRNA-deficient cells.
84
Last, we test two competing hypotheses regarding the putative function of gene 85 expression covariances. The first hypothesis states that genes covary in expression to 86 ensure stoichiometric abundances of proteins that function in the same pathway, while 87 the second hypothesis proposes that covariances are important for proper 88 stoichiometry of proteins that are part of the same complexes. We find that covarying 89 genes only tend to share the same function if their encoded proteins also physically 90 interact, lending evidence to the "protein complex" hypothesis.
92
In summary, we have combined single-cell RNA sequencing with a tailored experimental 93 design and novel computational analyses to quantify regulatory drivers in single 94 mammalian embryonic stem cells, highlighting the importance of nuclear proximity for 95 gene expression covariances. Additionally, we present evidence that these covariances 96 play roles in ensuring stoichiometry between interacting proteins. To obtain reliable and reproducible measurements of gene expression for our study, we 103 applied the Smart-Seq2 protocol to sequence the transcriptomes of 567 individual 104 mouse embryonic stem cells divided between three well-plates which serve as biological 105 replicates. The Smart-Seq2 protocol is one of the gold standards in the single-cell field.
106
While labor-intensive and not easily scalable, it is highly sensitive and precise, which 107 means that each measurement is less affected by technical noise 6,10,11 . It also reliably 108 detects both exons and introns, which is useful for distinguishing transcriptional and 109 post-transcriptional regulation 12 . We performed strict quality filtering on the initial set 110 of cells, which resulted in a total of 355 cells considered (Methods, Suppl. Fig. 1 , Suppl. 111 Table 1 ). Gene expression values in each cell were normalized to the sum of mRNA 112 sequence reads in the given cell, as this approach was found to best eliminate biases 113 from technical factors (Methods, Suppl. Fig. 2, 3 ). We considered a gene to be reliably 114 profiled if its transcript was detected in at least half of the cells in each of the three 115 replicates. Importantly, we estimated that for genes that are expressed at above 16 116 reads per million biological variation between cells exceeds technical noise (as 117 estimated by ERCC spike-ins, Suppl. Fig. 4 ). The vast majority of the genes that fulfill our 118 criteria for reliable detection also exceeds this expression threshold. Overall our 119 analysis yielded reliable gene expression measurements for 8,983 genes (Suppl . Table   120 2).
122

Homogenous cell population unconfounded by cell cycle or differentiation
123
For the sequencing experiment, we took several precautions to eliminate the 124 confounding extrinsic effects of cell cycle and differentiation. First, all cells were 125 cultured in 2i+LIF medium which is a well-established protocol to maintain embryonic 126 stem cells in a homogeneous pluripotent state, excluding potential differentiation effects 6 that our cells were in the correct cell cycle phase 13, 16 and expressed pluripotency but 136 not differentiation marker genes 9,17 (Suppl. Figure 1A ), suggesting the presence of numerous non-random 169 biological covariances. We then defined covariances to be overall significant if their 170 coefficients were significant (p < 0.01) in two out of the three replicates and had the 171 same sign in all three replicates. This approach resulted in 81,820 significantly 172 covarying unique gene pairs (52,695 positively and 29,125 negatively). Using stringent 173 permuted controls, we estimated the false discovery rate of these covariances to be 174 lower than 1.6% (Methods). An example for a highly significant gene pair is shown in Fig. 11, 12 ). In summary, we present 181 >80,000 high-confidence gene pair covariances; more than have been reported in 182 previous single-cell studies.
184
Properties of the covariance network reflect biological functions
185
We observed that the covarying gene pairs link together in complex patterns that can be 186 described as a network. It is well-established that biological networks, such as those 187 arising from transcription factor or protein interactions, have properties that are 188 different from random networks 18 . For instance, biological networks tend to follow 189 power law distributions, such that most genes have only few interactions with other 190 genes while few genes represent hubs in the network, interacting with many other 191 genes. Consistent with our network having biological rather than technical origins, we 192 found that our covariance network follows such a power distribution (γ≈2.1, Figure 1D , 193 light blue). Importantly, this network structure is distinctly different from that of a 194 random network with the same overall connectivity ( Figure 1D For instance, we assume that genes that are regulated by the same transcription factor 256 will tend to covary, depending on the abundance and activity of the transcription factor 257 in individual cells. In the next sections we test such hypotheses using CES, and in the We additionally investigated the "reverse covariance enrichment". Here, we observe the 330 set of all significantly covarying gene pairs and ask how often they are regulated by the 331 same miRNA, compared to a background set (Methods). We find that covarying genes 332 are 12% more likely to be co-regulated by the top 16 miRNAs, and 35% more likely to 333 be regulated by the seven most highly expressed conserved miRNAs ( Figure 2C 
340
From a network perspective, we found that >6,000 high-confidence gene covariances 341 were lost in the cells void of miRNAs, while less than 3,000 new covariances were 342 gained (Suppl. Figure 7A) . A substantial number of the genes that cease to covary were 343 miRNA targets and the ratio of lost to gained covariances increase when high-confidence 344 targets were considered (Suppl. Figure 7B ). The genes that lost covariances were 345 enriched in functions in RNA biology (Suppl. Figure 7F genomic regions that are in proximity within the nucleus, we analyzed mouse 376 embryonic stem cell Hi-C-seq data 39,40 . In the following, we define "proximal" genes as 377 those whose interaction is supported by Hi-C data, whether the interaction is intra-or 378 inter-chromosomal (Methods). Our data shows that genes which are proximal and 379 located on the same chromosome are highly enriched for covariances ( Figure 2G ). Genes Fig. 10 ). Genes that are on the same chromosome 384 are almost twice (1.9-fold) more likely to covary than expected even when their 385 proximity is not supported by Hi-C ( Figure 2G, furthest right) . However, the highest 386 enrichment was detected for genes that are in close in linear distance on the same 387 chromosome and predicted to be in the same TAD, which are ~15-fold more likely to 388 covary ( Figure 2G 
400
Next, we ranked the relative importance of transcription factors, miRNAs and nuclear 401 proximity for the regulation of covariation (Figure 3 ). We found that miRNA targets 402 were 35% more likely to covary, transcription factor targets were 39% more likely to 403 covary, genes in nuclear proximity on different chromosome were 3-fold more likely to 404 covary, and, remarkably, genes that are proximal on the same chromosome are 5.3-fold 405 more likely to covary. In summary, we find that transcriptional regulation, miRNA- 
422
Proteins that are in surplus can be degraded, mis-folded or form aggregates.
424
Protein interaction rather than shared function drives gene covariances 425 Next, we examined putative functions of the covariances that we observe in single cells.
426
We formulated two hypotheses. The first hypothesis can be described as the "pathway 427 hypothesis" -that genes involved in the same pathway are coordinated in expression, for 428 instance to avoid bottlenecks in the production of metabolic intermediates 41 . The 429 second hypothesis is the "complex hypothesis" -that covariances ensure correct 430 stoichiometry among proteins that are part of the same heteromeric protein complex, 431 since surplus proteins may mis-fold or even cause aggregates 42 .
433
As stated earlier, genes that share the same Gene Ontology function or process or the 434 same KEGG pathway annotation are significantly enriched for gene covariances (Figure   435 1F). The same is true for genes that physically interact on the protein level according to 436 experimental evidence gathered by the STRING database ( Figure 4A ). For these 437 interactions we can see a gradient with those interactions with the highest 438 confidence/affinity score also having the highest enrichment for covariances. We further 439 find that genes that contribute to the same complex are 2.6-fold more likely to covary, 440 compared to just 1.6-fold for genes that are part of the same pathway ( Figure 4B To further test the two hypotheses, we split the set of functionally related genes into one 444 set with genes that share a functional annotation and protein interaction and those that 445 share functional annotation but no protein interaction. If the "pathway hypothesis" 446 holds, we would expect both gene sets to covary, since they share functions. If the 447 "complex hypothesis" holds, we would expect only the genes whose proteins physically 448 interact to covary, since the covariances are needed for proper stoichiometry of proteins 449 in the complexes. Strikingly, we find no covariance enrichment for either of the GO and 450 KEGG functional annotations if genes that physically interact at the protein level are 451 excluded from the analysis ( Figure 4C ). In other words, there is no covariance 452 enrichment for proteins in the same pathway, if there is no evidence that they physically 453 interact. Altogether, we present evidence that support direct interactions between 454 proteins in the same complex ( Figure 4B 
465
Predictive power of gene covariances 466 We next investigated if our observed covariances can be used to predict genes that share 467 upstream regulators by a "guilt-by-association" principle. We hypothesize that if a gene 468 of interest covaries with numerous known targets of a transcription factor, it is likely a 469 target of said factor. To test this hypothesis, we noted all genes that had been identified 470 as targets of the transcription factor Ctnnb1 in a mouse ES cell ChIP-seq experiment 43 .
471
This gene is known to regulate cell adhesion and has been linked to various cancer 472 phenotypes 44 . We then ranked all other genes according to how many of the top 100 473 Ctnnb1 targets they covary with, and observed that the more covariances a gene 474 exhibited, the more likely it is to be bound by Ctnnb1 in a second ChIP-seq experiment 43 475 ( Figure 5A ). In other words, the more significant covariances a gene had with the high 476 confidence targets identified in the first experiment, the more often is was observed 477 among the high confidence targets identified in a second independent experiment. While 478 the predictive power of our method is limited (target probability ~ 25%, Figure 5A ) it 479 serves as a proof of principle that single-cell transcriptome data can be used for 480 predicting regulatory relations even in a homogeneous cell population. This approach 481 could be used to make sparse data sets more complete, through "guilt-by-association" 482 with previously identified targets or to identify targets that escape current technologies 483 due to biases. Last, we found that the function of genes could be inferred by surveying 484 functional annotations of covarying genes ( Figure 5B 3). The influence of inter-chromosomal proximity and miRNA regulation is 508 comparatively smaller although still substantial. As targets of the same regulator tend to 509 covary as well as genes that are part of the same functional units, covariances have been 510 used to predict gene function and regulation. We show that we not only recover known 511 gene functions and transcription factor targeting but, as a proof of principle, also 512 showed the predictive potential for both gene function and regulation. 513 514 Importantly, we find that covarying genes only tend to share the same function if their 515 encoded proteins also physically interact, suggesting a role in protein complex 516 stoichiometry. The induction of gene expression covariation could be beneficial to cells 517 as it is well understood that the formation of heteromeric protein complexes is often 518 needed for proper folding and stability of the proteins involved 45 . In bacteria, spatial 519 separation of the translation of such proteins leads to misfolding events 46 . It is 520 conceivable that temporal separation might result in similar effects. The production of 521 misfolded proteins that have to be removed by degradation is costly from an energetic 522 point of view, and accumulation of misfolded protein can have lethal consequences for 523 cells ( Figure 4D ). Therefore, we suggest that establishing expression covariance of such 524 genes already on the RNA level might be an advantage in evolutionary terms.
526 19
In this study we measure RNA rather than protein with the latter being closer to the 527 cellular phenotype. However, when inferring upstream regulation, it may be more 528 informative to measure RNA. Further, many of the interesting and biologically 529 meaningful covariances that we discover may not be detectable at the protein level, even 530 in single cells. For instance, transcript covariances may be important for co-folding, but 531 they may not be visible at the proteome level for proteins that have long half-lives and 532 that are therefore stably expressed. It will be exciting to study covariances at the protein 533 level, when technologies to accurately profile hundreds of proteins in single cells 534 become available.
536
Gene co-expression studies have been conducted on pools of cells for decades, yielding 537 important insights into covariances and network properties. However, these studies 538 have been limited in their capacity to study changes to network properties following a 539 genetic perturbation. For instance, to study the effects of Drosha knockout using pooled 540 cells, it would be necessary to ablate the gene in dozens or hundreds of cell lines in 541 parallel to have the statistical strength to call covariances. In contrast, our study serves 542 as a proof-of-concept that it is possible to delete the gene in a single cell line, and then 543 consider each of hundreds of individual cells as an independent condition, thus 544 obtaining the statistical power to resolve network properties in one experiment. In our 545 study we find that many more covariances are lost than gained in the Drosha knockout 546 cells, and we observe a general loss of network connectivity. This highlights the 547 importance of miRNAs in maintaining gene expression synchronicity and global gene 548 network connectivity; an insight that would be difficult to obtain with bulk cell or 549 classical single-gene approaches. In summary, we demonstrate that the combination of 550 single-cell sequencing, gene covariance analysis and genetic perturbations can yield 551 insights into robustness of regulatory networks with unprecedented ease and depth.
553
A previous study of RNA and protein covariances using samples from bulk cell 554 populations 37 found that neighboring genes on the same chromosomes are often co-555 expressed at the RNA level, but are however not functionally related and that the 556 covariances do not translate to the protein level. To the contrary, we observe that gene 557 pairs in nuclear proximity that share an interaction on the protein level are in fact 7.5-558 times enriched compared to background, suggesting a specific co-occurrence of nuclear 559 proximity, RNA covariance and shared function. Further, using a database for bulk cell 560 protein expression covariances 47 , we find that 21% of our observed RNA covariances in 561 fact translate to the protein level, compared to 6% for background genes. The apparent 562 20 contrast between these results may originate from the fact that the previous study was 563 conducted in immortalized primary cell lines from human individuals 37 , where genetic 564 variants that strongly impact protein levels may have been specifically selected against 565 by evolution. In contrast, temporal fluctuations of protein levels may be tolerated in 566 individual cells from cell lines, allowing more refined measurements. This highlights the 567 advantages of studying variation of gene regulation at the single-cell level. 
